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The vital statistics of Stephen's creative career speak for themselves: 4 albums
as lead singer with The Sports, 9 solo albums, 1 ARIA award, 2 novels,
numerous collaborations and side projects, and an almost embarrassing
habit of attracting critical acclaim at every turn.
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Stephen's latest album Spiritual Bum is a return to basics. Largely an acoustic
affair, the album was recorded at home in his garage studio and features
contributions from David Bridie, Rebecca Barnard, Shane O'Mara, Jeff Burstin
and Ashley Naylor (just to name a few).
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For more information on Stephen and his work,
you're invited to take a guided tour of
Lovetown, his comprehensive fan-run website:
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"Stephen Cummings has never made a bad
record, but Spiritual Bum is a classic. One to put
alongside Lovetown."
(Inpress)
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1999 Spiritual Bum
1996 Escapist
1994 Falling Swinger
1992 Unguided Tour
1990 Good Humour
1988 A New Kind Of Blue
1987 Lovetown
1986 This Wonderful Life
1984 Senso
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1999 Stay Away From Lightning Girl
1996 Wonderboy
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